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1. Introduction. Gue´bie (Kru, Niger-Congo) [Coˆte d’Ivoire] has a typologically remarkable
agreement system where third person subject and object pronouns are phonologically determined
by their antecedent nominals. This system questions the strict separation of phonological oper-
ations from the syntax and morphology (cf. Pullum and Zwicky 1988, 1986). In modeling this
data, I argue that the phonological correspondence between pronouns and their antecedents is not
a coincidence, but is due to a productive phonological process which requires identity between
elided elements and their overt counterparts.
In my analysis, syntax, morphology work together to account for phonological agreement. I
posit that the antecedent noun which determines the agreement is present in the syntax, but is elided
at PF. An AGR-node is inserted on the pronoun D (cf. Halle and Marantz 1994), and features are
copied to it from the Noun. The phonology, which applies cyclically by phase, requires phonolog-
ical identity between those syntactic heads that share features. Ellipsis of the noun complement at
PF is licensed by overt agreement (cf. Kester 1996); the noun can elide as long as the output string
is as faithful as possible to its non-elided counterpart. This analysis provides insight into 1) the in-
ternal syntactic structure of pronoun-headed DPs, 2) the degree of segregation of morphosyntactic
and phonological operations, and 3) by what means ellipsis occurs at PF.
2. The data: Pronoun/antecedent agreement in Gue´bie. There are ten vowels in Gue´bie. Tone
is marked with numbers 1-4 where 4 is high. Subject and object pronouns have the form of a
single vowel, V, and can occur with or without an overt NP complement. The construction in (1a)
is distinct from definiteness, topic, and focus, and is similar in function to We linguists in English.
(1) Pronouns can occur with or without an overt NP complement
a. [sukulu1.1.3 u3] ‘it school’ b. [sukulu1.1.3 u3] ‘it (the school)’
While the agreeing vowel for human nouns is always /O/, the non-human nouns that take a
given pronoun or modifier vowel do not form coherent semantic classes. Rather, the agreeing
vowel is predictable by final vowel of the noun, including for loan and nonce words (cf. /sukulu/,
‘school’ in (1)). Rather than being determined by morphological gender, the third person pronoun
is predictable by the phonological shape of its nominal antecedent (a singular or plural noun stem).
(2) Mapping of Gue´bie root-final vowels to pronoun vowels
Final vowel 3.SG pronoun vowel Plural suffix 3.PL pronoun vowel
a. i, I, e, E → e d. -i → i
b. @, a → @ e. -a → wa
c. u, U, o, O → u
The antecedent does not have to be in the same sentence, nor nearby within the discourse.
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(3) Phonological agreement of pronouns with antecedents
Noun Gloss Obj clitic Gloss Subj clitic Gloss
a. éie2.2 ‘a prison’ e-4 ni-4 e2 ji3 ‘I see it (prison)’ e-3 kadE3.2 ‘It (prison) is big.’
b. kwala4.2 ‘a farm’ e-4 ni-4 @2 ji3 ‘I saw it (farm) @-3 kadE3.2 ‘It (farm) is big.’
c. to3 ‘battle’ e-4 ni-4 u2 ji3 ‘I saw it (a battle)’ u-3 kadE3.2 ‘It (battle) is big.’
The same phonological correspondence holds between a noun and the final vowel of its adjec-
tival modifiers. Word-internal ATR harmony influences the quality of the modifier’s vowels.
(4) Noun-modifier phonological agreement
a. bit@2.3 lel@1.2 éEla1.1 b. fu3 lelo1.2 éElO1.1
house new red sponge new red
‘A new red house’ ‘A new red sponge’
Because this is a productive process that holds whether the agreement controlling noun is
present in the utterance or not, that is, it is non-local, a purely phonological analysis cannot account
for the Gue´bie data presented here.
A purely syntactic analysis to determine agreement would involve arbitrary lexical gender as-
signment. In this analysis the phonological predictability is coincidental. Some evidence against
arbitrary assignment comes from plural markers. There are two distinct plural suffixes in Gue´bie,
/-i/ and /-a/. They attach directly to the noun, and those nouns that select a given plural marker
do not form a coherent semantic or phonological group. Thus, the plural suffix on the noun must
be determined by arbitrarily assigned gender. We would not expect a second arbitrary assignment
system, then, to determine the pronoun selection of a given nominal. Instead, the phonological
features of the final vowel of a noun, singular or plural, determine the quality of the third person
pronoun (3). The analysis in section 3 shows that when syntax, morphology, and phonology work
together, we can account for the details of the analysis, predicting the phonological agreement,
rather than being satisfied with it as arbitrary and coincidental.
3: The analysis. I argue for the following analysis of Gue´bie phonological agreement. Pronouns
are D-heads requiring an NP complement (cf. Elbourne 2001). Morphological mechanisms ensure
that an AGR-node is inserted on D, and the N feature is copied to it from the noun. DP is a
phase (Svenonius, 2004) and phonological operations, including ellipsis, apply post-syntactically
at phase edges (Marvin 2002).
(5) Gue´bie pronoun DP agreement (extends to noun-modifier agreement)
Syntax Morphology Phonology
DP
NP
{sukulu:N}
D
 DP
NP
{sukulu:N}
D
D {AGR:N}
 {sukulu:N} {AGR:N}
[u]
For the phonological agreement, I adapt an Agreement-by-Correspondence approach (Rose and
Walker, 2004) combined with paradigm output-output faithfulness (Burzio, 1994; Benua, 1997;
Kager et al., 1999). The phonology has access to morphological features within the phase to
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which it is applying. A highly ranked IDENT-OO(N) constraint ensures that any two heads that
Agree in N features agree in final vowel quality. IDENT-IO ensures faithfulness to the input noun
vowel. Positional faithfulness constraints ensure that only the final vowels agree, REALIZEMORPH
penalizes unpronounced morphemes, and additional constraints are proposed to account for the
reduced number of pronoun vowels compared to the full Gue´bie vowel inventory. These constraints
accurately select the correct non-elided structures in Gue´bie: [sukulu u], [*sukulu e, *sukule e].
In order to account for those cases where the agreement-controlling noun is elided (1b), I
propose a new model of ellipsis at PF. Syntactic consituents to be elided have a feature E (Merchant,
2001). The phonology has access to the E feature of the noun, and the option of eliding the noun
is available based on phonological constraint rankings. I propose the constraint FAITH-NOELIDE,
which requires that an elided [Noun Pronoun] construction must be as faithful as possible to the
alternative grammatical non-elided counterpart [Noun Pronoun]. This constraint assumes that the
elided and non-elided versions of Noun-Pronoun constructions form a paradigm of possible output
options, and it ensures that for example, the elided form [sukulu u] must be faithful in phonological
features to the non-elided [sukulu u]. This analysis forces phonological agreement and provides
the option of ellipsis at PF simultaneously via constraints.
(6) An interface model of Gue´bie pronoun DP agreement
Syntax Morphology Phonology
DP
NP
{sukulu:N,E}
D
 DP
NP
{sukulu:N,E}
D
D {AGR:N}
 {sukulu:N,E}
{sukulu/sukulu}
{AGR:N}
[u]
Here I claim that phonological agreement arises through phonological identity to non-elided
forms via morphological agreement mechanisms, providing a formal account of ellipsis at the
morphology-phonology interface. The proposed analysis for arriving at the correct output of third-
person pronouns in Gue´bie easily extends to phonological agreement in Gue´bie adjectives, and we
can modify it only slightly to account for Gue´bie first and second person pronouns.
Outside of Gue´bie, we find other Kru languages in which similar phonological agreement pat-
terns hold (Bing, 1987; Marchese, 1979, 1988; Corbett, 1991). The analysis presented here can be
extended to account for this similar process in other Kru languages. The analysis predicts that two
heads may agree phonologically iff they are present in the same phase. Outside of Kru, phonolog-
ically determined agreement systems are rarely attested; however, there are a few such systems.
These include Bainuk and Atlantic (Corbett, 1991; Dobrin, 1995). The phonological agreement in
both of these languages can also be accounted for by the analysis presented here for Gue´bie.
4. Conclusion. Here I provide an initial description of the phonologically determined agreement
system of Gue´bie (Kru, Niger-Congo). I present an interface analysis where agreement arises
through phonological identity to output forms via morphological agreement mechanisms. This
includes a formal account of ellipsis via constraints at PF.
The analysis presented here accounts for phonologically determined agreement systems crosslin-
guistically; however, I leave as a question for further research whether the proposed analysis could
serve as a model of gender and noun class systems more generally.
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Crucially, I demonstrate that phonologically determined agreement systems can be modeled
without requiring phonological features to be present in syntax. Thus, I conclude we can maintain
that syntax is not sensitive to phonological features.
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